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I
 

In Japan, th~ law of evldence is regarded as a part of the law of 
procedure, i. e. the law of civil evidence as a part of the law of civil 
procedure, and the law of criminal evidence as a part of the law of 
criminal procedure. The law of criminal procedure of Japan, which, Iike 
all other branches of law, had been modeled after Continental European law 

since the Meiji at first French law, afterwards German law 
I~;ra (1868-1912), was under the strong influence of the inquisitorial system. 

The influence of the inquisitorial system on the law of criminal evidence 
of Japan could be seen chiefly in the following points : (i) statements of 

the accused were treated as important evidence for his conviction ; (ii) he 

could be convicted, even if the only proof against him was his own 
confession ; (iii) the judge examined the accused (not as a witness, because 

the accused is disqualifled for a witness in Japan) before the examination 
of wltnesses, and the testimonies of witnesses were treated rather as supple-

mental evidence ; (iv) the system of direct examination and cross-examination 

having been unknown, it was the judge that examined witnesses, and 
neither prosecutors nor defense counsels could examine them without the 
leave of the judge ; and (v) any evidence, e. g. even hearsay evidence, was 

admissible. 
The new democratic Constitution on the American pattern, enacted in 

1946 and put into effect on the 3rd of May, 1947, under A1lied occupatipn, has 

in the chapter for the guarantees of fundamental human rights, i.e. a Bill 

of Rights for the Japanese people, some provisions ralating to evidence, 

which were not found in the old Constitution of 1889 at all, as follows : 
Article 37. CSubsection 2] The accused shall be permitted full opportunity to 

examine all witnesses, and he shall have the right of compulsory process for 

obtaining witnesses on his behalf at public expense. 
Article 38. [Subsectiow l] No person shall be compelled to testify against 

himself . 
[Subsectiote 2] Confession made under compulsion, torture or threat, or after 

prolonged arrest or detention shall not be admitted in evidence. 
[Subsectioth 3] No person shall be convicted or punished in cases where the 

only proof against him is his own confession. 
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In order to satisfy the minimum requirements of these provisions, " the 

Act for the Temporary Adjustment of the Code of Criminal Procedure in 
Consequence of the Enforcement of the Constitution of Japan, " was put into 

effect at the same time as the new Constitution. This statute did not 
abolish the old Code of Criminal Procedure of 1922, which was entirely in 
the German stv_ Ie, but provisionally amended its worst abuses which were 
clearly far frdm ~he spirit of the new Constitution. 

'On the 5th of July, 1948, a completely revised Code of Criminal 

Procedure was enacted and put into effect on the Ist of January, 1949.1 
Based upon the new Constitution, which rias the above-mentioned provisions 

relating to evidence, the new Code of Criminal Procedure adopted many 
American rules of evidence as a matter of course. The most noteworthv 
among them is the adoption of the hearsay rule, " the proudest scion of 
the Anglo-American jury-trial rules of evidence. " It was necessitated by 
Article 37, Subsection 2 of the Constitution, reading, "The accused shall 
be permitted full opportunity to examine all witnesses, ......, " hat guaran-
tees the accused the right to cross-examine witnesses against him. I, here 
in this article, should like to discuss the adoption and the practical appli-

cation of the hearsay rule in Japan. It serves, I think, as a good illustration 

of the way how Anglo-American legal rules can be transplanted into the 
soil of Continental European law, and grow thereon. 

II 

The new Code of Criminal Procedure has nine articles relating to the 
hearsay rule, as follows (some provisions omitted) : 

Article 320 [Hearsay rule if~ gel4eral]. Except as otherwise provided in Arti-
cles 321 to 328, no document shall be used as evidence as a substitute for an oral 

statement of a person made at the trial, nor shall an oral statement which 
contams a statement of another made outside of the court be used as evidence 

Article 321 C1~xceptions as to a writte,e statement 1,bade by a persol, other than 

the accused a,ed a document which contail4s the report of his statemetet] . CSubsection 

/] A written statement made by a person other than the accused, or a document 

which contains the report of his . statement and is signed and sealed by him, 
may be used as evidence in the following cases : 

( I ) As to a document which contains the report of a statement of a person 
given before a judge, where he can testify neither at the preparatory proceed-
ing nor at the trial because of his death, mental or physical illness, missing 
or staying abroad, or where he has, at the preparatory proceedin*- or at the ' 
trial, given a testimony different from his previous statement. 

( 2 ) As to a document which contains the report of a statement of a person 
made before a prosecutor, where he can testify neither at the preparatory 

1 As to this statute, see Appleton, Richard B., Reforms i,e Japanese Criminal Procedure 
under Allied Occupatio,,, 24 Wash. L. Rev. 401-430 (1949). 
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proceeding nor at the trial because of his death, mental or physical illness, 
missing or staying abroad, or where he has, either at the preparatory proceeding 
or at the trial, given a testimony contrary to or materially different from his 
previous statement, and the statemen't was made under special circurnstances, 

which show that the previous statement is more trustworthy than the testimony 
given either at the preparatory proceedin*" or at the trial. 

( 3 ) As to a written statement other than those provided in the two preced-

ing items, where the person who has made the statement can testify neither 
at the preparatory proceeding nor at the trial because of ,his death, mental or 
physical illness, missing or staying abroad, and his previous staternent is 
indispensable for the proof of the existence or non-existence of the offence 
indicted, and the staternent was made under circumstances which show that 
the statement is specially trustworthy. 

Subsectiows [Subsectio,~s 2 to 4 provide the exceptions as to a writtets record 

which co,etai,es state,,eevets made by a perso,e other tha,e the accused either at the 

preparatory proceedi,eg or at the trial, ated a decumevet ile which is described the 

result of the ilespectiofe by a fudge or a prosecutcr, etc., a,ed a docume,ot prepared 

by ave emperi wittress.] 

Article 322 [~xceptio,es as to a written statemevet made by the accused al4d a 
doceemefet which contai,es the report of his stateme,4t).CSubsection j] A wfitten 

statement made by the accussd or a document which contains the report of 
his statement and is signed and sealed by him, may be used as evidence, if the 
staternent contains an admission by the accused of the fact which is against 
his interest, or if the statement was made under circumstances which show 
that the statement is specially trustworthy. But where a written statement or 
a document contains an admission by the accused of the fact which is against 
his interest and there exists any doubt that it has not been made voluntarily, 
it shall not be used as evidence against the accused in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 319, even if the admission is not a confession of a crime. 

CSubsection 2] A docurnent which contains the report of a statement made 
by the accused either at the preparatory proceeding or at the trial, may be 
used as evidence, if the statement appears to have been made voluntarily. 

Article 323 CExceptioves as to other docume~ets]. A document other than those 

provided in the two preceding Articles, may be used as evidence only when it 
i
s
 
:
 

( I ) A copy of a family register, a copy of a notarial deed or such other 
public documents certifying the fact which the public official (including an 
ofiicial of a foreign government) has the duty or authority to certify ; 

( 2 ) An account book, a voyage log and other documents prepared in regular 

course of business ; or 
( 3 ) A document, other than those provided in the two preceding items, 

prepared under circumstances which show that the statement is specially trust-

worthy. 
Article 324 CL;xceptions as to ' a hearsay or(ll statem;evet] . CSetbsection I ) As to 

an oral statement made by a person other than the accused either at the 
preparatory proceeding or at the trial, which contains a statement ma~de by the 
accused, the provisions of Article 322 shall apply mutatis mutavrdis. 

CSubsectiow 2] As to an oral statement made by a person other than the accu-
sed either at the preparatory proceeding or at the trial, which contains a state-

ment of a person other than the accused, the provisions of Article 321. Subsection 
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　　1，Item3shall　apply卿鰯α’∫ε卿魏㈱4δ3．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　σ
　　　　Article325〔1銘7臨6g面o錫of漉θ脚」㈱招7y‘hα7α‘’θ70∫αε’α∫θ粥θ％f〕．

　　　　Article326〔EJ‘θ画o螂西αεθd吻o飾’んθ‘o解8弼εげ∫h2わo漉ρα1漉5〕．

　　　　Article327〔E∬‘eμづo解αε∫oα40‘μ惚θ剛粥α48捌伽7　’hθαg7θθ蜘8擢o∫’んθ

　　みo〃ゆ副喜03〕．

　　　　Article328〔E解e伽o郷αε’o伽伽ρθα‘h伽g函d脇‘θ〕．Any　document　or　oral

　　statement，which　shall　not　be　used　as　evidence　according　to　Articles321to
　　324，may　be　used　as　evidence　for　the　purpose　of　disputing　the　trustworthiness

　　of　a　statement　made　by　the　accused，witness　or　other　persons，either　at　the

　　preparatory　proceeding　or　at　the　tria1．

　　　It　will　be　easily　seen　that　those　provisions　are　adopted　in　the　new

Code　in　order　to　receive　the　American　principles　on　hearsay　evidence，

though，of　course，they　are　diHlerent　from　American　rules　at　minute　points．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　III

　　　　In　drafting　the　new　Code　of　Criminal　Procedure，however，the　American

hearsay　rule，which　can　woτk　well　because　of　the　complicated　and　detailed

exceptions　established　by　a　great　many　cases　for　centuries，could　not

easily　be　condense（i　into　such　short　sentences　as　the　Continental　European

Codes　usu＆11y　have．　For玉nstance，it　was　inevit3ble　to　use　such　abstract

and　general　words　as“a　document　other　than　those　provided　in　the　two

precedingitems〔励齢hαΨθ耀煽o解ゐ卿o惚弼oズα吻♂θ3〕，preparedunder
circumstances　which　show　that　the　statement　is　specially　trustworthy，’

（Article323，Item3），instead　of　mentioning　documents　admissible　as　evi－

dence　one　by　one．It　is　the　task　of　the　court　to　make　clear　what　such

abstract　and　general　words　do　really　mean。And，as　will　be　metioned　later，

the　Japanese　courts，which　have　been　accustomed　to　Continental　European

law　where　any　evidence　is　a（imissible，tend　to　interpret　those　abstract　and

general　words　extensively　an（1to　make　Japanese　law　of　evidence　dif壬erent

from　that　of　the　common　law．
　　　　As　I　have　just　mentioned，it　was　inevitable　to　use　general　and　abstract

words　in　the　Code，but　those　who　drafted　it　were　sometimes　not　so　wise　in

choosing　such　words．The　same　expression，“circumstances　which　show
that　the　statement　is　specially　trustworthy，”2is　used　both　in　Article323，

Item3，an（i　in　Article321，Subsectiou1，Item3，but　their　meaning　must
be（iifferent　to　each　other，For，if　they　mean　the　same　thing，since“a

document．．．．．，prepared　under　circumstances　which　show　that　the　statement

is　specially　trustworthy’，is　admissible　as　evidence　by　Article323，Item3，

without　any　further　con（iition　to　be　fulfilled，the　other　conditions　in　Article

321，Subsection1，Item3，namely“where　the　person　who　has　made　the

　2Besides，similar　expression，“special　circumstances　which　show　that　the　statemeΩt　ls　more

trustworthy　than＿＿，”is　used　in　Article321膨Sub3ection1，Item2、
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statement　ca亘testify　neither　at　the　preparatory　proceeding　nor　at　the　trial

because　of　his　death，mental　or　physical　illness，missing　or　staying　abroad，

and　his　previous菖tatement　is　indispensable　for　the　proof　of　the　existence

or　non－existence　of　the　ofモence　indicted，”would　be　nothing　but　nonsense．

So　we　must　conclude　that　the　words“circumstances　which　show　that　the

statement　is　specially　trustworthy”in　Article323，Item3，mean　a　higher

degree　of　trustworthiness　than　that　in　Article321，Subsection1，Item3。
It　is　inappropriate　to　use　the　same　words　to　denote　two　different　things。

　　　　Furthermore　we　can　find　some　defects　in　these　provisions，which

probably　have　been　caused　by　the　drafters’ignorance　of　the　Anglo－American

rules　of　evidence．

　　　　In　the　first　place，　no　exception　to　the　hearsay　rule　as　to　an　oral

statement　made　by　the　accused，is　recognized　in　these　provisions，while　it　is

recognlzed　as　to　an　oral　statement　made　by　a　person　other　than　the　accused　in

Article324．In　America　where　the　accused　testi丘es　as　a　witness　when　he

wishes　to　offer　evidence　by　means　of　his　oral　statement　at　the　tria1，the

rule　as　to　an　oral　statement　made　by　a　witness　includes　the　rule　as　to　that

made　by　the　accused．　In　Japan，however，as　the　accused，being（iisqualifie（1

for　a　witness，makes　his　oral　statement　at　the　trial　in　his　status　as　the

accused，it（10es　not　dispense　with　the　provision　relating　to　the　exceptions

of　the　hearsay　rule　as　to　an　oral　statement　by　the　accused，Without　such

a　provision　a　discordance　would　ensue　between　the　rule　as　to　an　oral
statement　made　by　a　witness　and　the　rule　as　to　that　made　by　the　accused・

It　is　unreasonable　that＆hearsay　statement　made　by　the　accused　is　never

admissible　as　evidence，because　it　is　included　in‘‘an　oral　statement　which

conta玉ns　a　statement　of　another　made　outside　of　the　court，’provided　in

Article320，and　no　exception　is　provided　to　it，while　that　made　by　a

witness　is　admissible　in　some　exceptional　cases．　The　drafters，having

found　that　the　exceptions　of　the　hearsay　rule　as　to　an　oral　statement　at

the　trial　were　written　in　American　textbooks　only　as　to　that　made　by　a

witness，wouldhavedraftedtheseprovisionsdiscordanttoeachotherby
simply　converting　the　wor（i“witness”in　the　American　rule　into　the
words“a　person　other　than　the　accuse（1，”3without　paying　any　attention

to　the　fact　that　the　accused　testifies　as　a　witness　in　America　when　he

wishes　to　offer　evidence　by　means　of　his　oral　statement　at　the　triaL

　　　　Secondly，　as　to　impeaching　evidence，　i．e．，　evidence　to　（iispute　the

trustworthiness　of　other　evidence，Article328provides　as　follows：

　　　　　“Any　document　or　oral　statement，which　shall　not　be　use（1as　evidence

　　　according　to　Articles321to324，may　be　used　as　evidence　for　the　purpose　of

　　　disputing　the　trustworthiness　of　a　statement　made　by　the　accused，witness　or
　　　other　persons，either　at　the　preparatory　proceeding　or　at　the　tria1。”

　3Thls　lengthy　expression　is　used　here　in　order　to　include　both　a　witness　and　an　expert
witness，who　ls　treated　in　Japan＆s　a（iif王erent　specles　from　the　other・
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　　　　According　to　the　letters　of　this　article，any　hearsay　evidence　whatsoever

would　be　admissible　to　discre（iit　a　statement　made　by　a　witness，etc．

According　to　the　American　rules　of　evidence，however，such　a　rule　is
recognized　only　in　case　of　self－contradiction，i．e．，when　the　opponent　o｛fers

as　evidence＆contradictory　statement　made　previously　by　the　witness
outside　of　the　court　in　order　to　discredit　his　own　statement　at　the　tria1．

And　we　can　safely　guess　that　the　drafters　of　the　Code　di（i　not　intend　to

allow　such　a　broad　exception　to　the　hearsay　rule　as　the　letters　of　Article

328　may　suggest，but　carelessly　drafted　this　article　without　sufacient

knowledge　of　the　American　rule　on　self－cpntradiction．FQr，the　Attomey－
Genera1’s　O伍ce　translate（i　this　article　as　follows：

　　　　“Any　document　or　oral　statement，which　shall　not　be　used　as　evi（ience　by

　　　virtue　of　Articles321to324，may　be　used　as　a　method　for　the　purpose　of
　　（ietermining4the　credibility　of　the　statement　made　on　the　date　either　for　the

　　preparation　for　pub1宝c　trial　or　for　public　trial　by　the　accused，witness　or　other

　　persons（who　have　g玉ven　the　statements　outside　of　the　court）．”

According　to　these　trαnslated　letters，Article328applies　clearly　only　in

case　of　self－contradiction．According　to　the　Japanese　text，a　very　broad

exception　to　the　hearsay　rule　is　recognized，in　consequence　of　omitting　the

phrase，“（who　have　given　the　statements　outsi（ie　of　the　court）”．Although

mistranslation　sometimes　occurs　in　translation，it　is　unthinkable　that　a

translator　adds　to　the　translation　a　phrase　which　is　not　found　anywhere　in

the　originaL　It　probably　shows　that　some　of　the　drafters　intended　to

adopt　the　American　rule　as　regards　self－contradiction　in　Article328，but

other　drafters，who　couldn，t　understand　the　problem　we11，0m玉tted　the

above－mentioned　phrase　from　the　Japanese　text　which　has　remained　un－

omitte（1in　the　English　translation．

　　　　These　failures　were　almost　inevit＆ble，however，in重he　enactment　of

the　new　Code　of　Criminal　Procedure　which　hurriedly　adopted　many　common

law　rules　into　the　system　of　law　that　had　been　under　the　overwhelming

influence　of　Continental　European　law　l　because　it　is　a　very　di伍cult　task

to　fuse　these　two　systems　of　law，entirely　different，and　it　cou1（i　not　be

expected　that　all　the　drafters　of　the　Code　had　su伍cient　knowledge　of　the

common　law．

IV

　　　　In　Article321，Subsection1，the　drafters　of　the　Code　seem　to　have　allow。

ed　intentionally　wider　exceptions　to　the　hearsay　rule　than　those　in　American

law。Especially，Item20f　that　Subsection　provides　that　a　document　which

　4This　translat三〇n　is　not　correct．　It　should　be“disputing，”which　includes　only“discredit－

ing，”　“impeaching，”　excludmg　“restoring，”　“rehabilitating”　（the　trustworthi蹟ess　of　the
statement）．
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contains the report of a statement of a person made before a prosecutor, 
and is signed and sealed by him, can be used as evidence, 

"where he can testify neither at the preparatory proceeding nor at the 
trial because of his death, mental or physical illness, missing or staying abroad, 

or where he has, either at the preparatory proceeding or at the trial, given a 
testimony contrary to or materially different frorn his previous statement and 

the statement was made under special circumstances, which show that the 
previous statement is more trustworthy than the testimony given either at the 

preparatory proceeding or at the trial." 

No exception equivalent to this is allowed for the accused. It is no 
exaggeration to say that this provision puts the prosecutor in a better 
status in the fleld of the law of evidence than the accused, influenced by 

the traditional Continental European idea. 
Moreover, the constitutionality of this provision is very doubtful.5 

ror, in spite of Article 37, Subsection 2, of the Constitution, which reads, 

" he accused shall be permitted full opportunity to examine all wit-

" rticle 3'-1, Subsection 1, Item 2, of the code of criminal Proce-nesses, . . . . . . , 

dure admits the use of a document which contains the report of a 
statement made before a prosecutor, without giving the accused any 
opportunity to examine the man who made that statement, not merely as 
impeaching evidence but as substantial evidence to convict the accused. 

In order to determine the constitutionality of this provision, we must 
first clarify the meanin"* of the word "witness " in the frst half of Article 

37, Subsection 2, of the Constitution. That may be interpreted in two 
different ways. One is to interpret the word formally and in a narrow 
sense, as meaning " a man who is examined at the trial as a witness. " 

The other is to interpret the word substantially and in a broader sense, as 
meanin"> " a man who gives evidence by his oral statement, " i.e., "a 
man whose oral statement is used as evidence." The Supreme Court took 

the former view. It said,6 

" rticle 37, Subsection 2, of the Constitution, which provides that the accused 
shall be permitted full opportunity to examine all witnesses, means simply that 
the accused shall be permitted full opportunity to examine all witnesses sutp 
poenaed to the court either by the initiative of the court or by the request of 
one of the parties. This provision does not absolutely exclude from evidence 
a document which contains the report of a statement given by a witness (etc.), 
whom the accused has never been given the opportunity to examine. " 

And as a justiflcation of this interpretation, it, relying on the latter 

half of Article 37, Subsection 2, of the Constitution, which reads, "The 
accused ...... shall have the right of compulsory process for obtaining wit-

* The new Constitution of Japan of 1946 has borrowed the system of judicial review from 
America (Articles 81 and 98), which had not been rebognized in the old Constitution of 1889. 

' 3 Supreme Court Reports. Cri~nifsal Case Serles 789, decided on the 18th of May, 1949, 

by the full court. 
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nesses on his behalf at public expense, " said, 

"A document, which contains the report of a statement made before a 
prosecutor, is read to the accused at the trial. The accused who has something 
to object, can, as a constitutional right, request to subpoena to the court, at 
public expense, the man who had made the statement, and cross-examine him 
on any point of his statement, for the purpose of clarifyin*" what he meant 
in the statement or whether his statement is correct. So we can safely con-
clude that it does not damage the accused's interest to use such a statement 
as evidence according to the free weigh by the trial judge." 

The Supreme Court, however, in a case in wkiich the interpretation 
of the latter half of Article 37, Subsection 2, of the Constitution was the 

very point disputed, said,7 

" he Constitution does not demand the court to examine all the witnnesses 
requested by the parties...... It is within the discretion of the court to select 
witnesses from among those requested by the parties, so long as such discretion 
is reasonable. The latter half of Article 37. Subsection 2, of the Constitu-
tion...... should be interpreted as to be applied only to those witnesses whom 

the court permitted to exarnine. " ' 
As we have seen before, the Supreme Court justified its own formal 

and narrow interpretation of the word " witness " in the first half of 
Article 37, Subsection 2, of the Constitution, by referring to the latter 
half of that subsection. But here, it denies its own justification. For, 

according to this judgement, it is not guaranteed that the court will 
always subpoena to the court a man whom the accused requests to be 
subpoenaed as a witness in order to cross-examine him about his statement 

made outside of the court. 

Even if that were guaranteed, the latter half of Article 37, Subsection 

2, of the Constitution cannot serve as justification for the narrow inter-
pretatlon by the Supreme Court relatmg to the word " witness " in the first 
half of that subsection. That subsection should be interpreted as meaning 
just the sarne as the similar provisions in the Sixth Amendment of the 
Constitution of the United States, which reads, " In all criminal prosecutions 

the accused shall enjoy the right ...... to be confronted with the witnesses 

against him ; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his 
favor ......" ; i. e., the first half a._s providing as to witnesses against the 

accused, the latter half as providing as to those in his favor. Therefore, 

when the pros~cutor wishes to use a statement as evidence against the 
accused, he himself must give the accused the opportunity to examine the 

man who made that statement. It cannot be said that the accused's inte-
rest is not damaged by imposing on him the burden of requesting the 
court to subpoena the man who made that statement. The Supreme Court 
which has taken the view to the contrary, must be criticized that it 

7 2 Suprei~te Court Reports, Crit,~i,eal Case Series 734, decided on the 23rd of June, 1948, 
by the full court. 
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misillterprete（i　the　provisions　of　the　Constitution　that　have　adopted　the

principles　of　American　law．

　　　I　think　that　the　word　“witness”　in　the　first　half　of　Article37，

Subsection　2，0f　the　Constitution，　should　be　interpreted　substantially　in　a

broader　sense　as　meaning，“a　man　who　offers　evidence　by　his　oral　state。

ment・” Only　by　thus　interpreting　this　word，the　hearsay　rule　of　Japan

can　be　said　to　derive　from　the　Constitution．　This　provision　in　the

Constitution，however，declaring　the　fundamental　principle，does　not　forbid

reasonable　exceptions　which　do　not　violate　the　fundamental　principle．As

to　the　above－mentioned　provision　in　the　Sixth　Amendment　of　the　Constitu－

tion　of　the　United　States，the　exceptions　to　the　hearsay　rule，which　had

been　recognized　in　the　law　of　evidence　at　the　time　of　the　adoption　of　the

Constitution，are　held　to　be　allowed　equally　un（1er　the　Constitution，this

constitutional　provision　having　added　no　new　guarantee。8　0n　the　contrary，

Article37，Subsection　2，0f　the　Constitution　of　Japan，is　a　provision，

which　has　created　a　new　guarantee，in　or（1er　to　protect　the　free（iom　of

the　people　more　fully　than　it　had　been　under　the　old　Code　of　Criminal

Procedure，and　must　lea（1the　future　law　of　evidence．It　having　no　such

historical　backgroun（i　as　that　oHhe　Sixth　Amendment　of　the　Constitution

of　the　United　States，the　extent　of　the　exceptions　allowed　to　the　funda－

mental　principle　provide（i　by　it，should　be　determined　by　theory．In
doing　so，however，we　should　refer　to　the　principle　underlying　the　numerous

exceptions　to　the　hearsay　rule，worke（i　out　by　the　incessant　ef壬orts　of　the

Anglo－American　people．〔Article970f　the　Constitution　of　Japan　cont＆ins

a　passage，“The　fundamental　human　rights　by　this　Const玉tution　guaranteed

to　the　people　of　Japan　are　fruits　of　the　age－01d　struggle　of　man　to　be　free。”

It　was　the　Anglo－American　people　that　struggled　to　get　the　hearsay　rule．〕

　　　　Theoretically，it　can　be　generalize（i　thεしt　exceptions　to　the　hearsay

rule　are　allowed　in　the　American　law　of　evidence，when　there　exist　the

following　two　elements，i．e．，“necessity”an（1“circumstantial　guarantee

of　trustworthiness．”　“Necessity”me＆ns　that　there　is　a　special　necessity

for　using　the　hearsay　evidence　in　question．　“Circumstantial　guarantee　of

trustworthiness”means　that　some　special　circumstances　exist　diminishing

the　risk　of　untrustworthiness　which　ordinarily　exists　in　hearsay　evidence，

thus　supplying　the　lack　of　cross－examination．I　think　that　these　two

elements　should　also　exlst　in　order　to　allow　exceptions　to　the　provision

of　the　first　half　of　Article37，Subsectiou2，0f　the　Constitution．

　　　　According　to　this　interpretation　of　the　Constitution，I　cannot　but

　8M雄o∬7．U．3．，1％U．3．”7（1895）．　“The　Constitution　shall　be　interpreted　in　the　light

of　the　law　as　it　existed　at　the　time　it　was　adopte（i，not　as　reach至ng　out　for　new　guarantees

of　the　r圭ghts　of　the　citizen，but　as　securing　to　every　indiv董dual　such　as　he　already　possessed

as　a　British　subject－such　as　h五s　ancestors　ha（i　inherite（1and　defe【1ded　s…nce　the　days　of

：M【agna　Carta。”
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conclude　that　Article321，Subsection1，Item2，is　unconstitutionaL　The
document　which　is　allowed　to　be　used　as　substantial　evidence　for　the

proof　of　the　indicted　crime　by　virtue　of　the丘rst　half　of　this　item，is　that

which　contains　the　report　of　a　statement　made　before　the　prosecutor，who

heard　that　statement　for　the　purpose　of　obtain三ng　enough　knowledge　to

determine　whether　he　should　in（lict　the　suspected．　No　opportunity　to

cross－examine　the　person　who　made　the　statement　is　given　to　the　accused．

Such　an　exception　to　the　hearsay　rule　is　unconstitutional，because　even　if

the　element　of“necessity’，is　satisGed，the“circumstantial　guarantee　of

trustworthiness”　cannot　be　found　at　al1．　The　latter　half　of　this　item

requires　indeed　that“there　exist　special　circumstances　which　show　that

the　statement　is　more　trustworthy　than　the　testimony　given　either　at　the

preparatory　proceeding　or　at　the　tria1，，but　such　a　relative　trustworthiness

（i。e。，to　be　more　trustworthy）9（10es　not　amount　to“circumstantial　guarantee

of　trustworthiness”required　as　a　substitute　of　cross－examination．　Conse－

quently　the　latter　half　of　this　item　is　also　unconstitutiona1．　　　　　　　’

　　　　No　case　of　the　Supreme　Court　has　been　reported　on　the　constitutionality

of　Article321，Subsection　l，Item2，0f　the　Code　of　Criminal　Procedure．

All　cases　of　the　Supreme　Court　mentioned　above　are　those　relating　to“the

Act　for　the　Temporary　Adjustment　of　the　Code　of　Criminal　Procedure　in

Consequerlce　of　the　Enforcement　of　the　Constitution　of　Japan．”　Never－

theless，the　interpretation　by　the　Supreme　Court　of　the　word“witness”in

the　first　half　of　Article37，Subsection2，0f　the　Constitution，suggests　that

the　Supreme　Court　will　surely　hold　that　provision（Article321，Subsection

1，Item2，0f　the　Code　of　Criminal　Procedure）constitutiona1．A　lower
court（SaPPoro　High　Court）held　the五rst　half　of　that　item　const蓋tutiona1．10

V

　　　　Before　the　adoption　of　the　principles　of　the　American　hearsay　rule　by

the　new　Constitution　and　the　new　Code　of　Criminal　Procedure，the
Japanese　law，under　the　strongr　influence　of　Continental　European　law，

allowed　any　kind　of　evidence　to　be　substantial　evidence．　InHuenced　by

this　tradition，the　drafters．of　the　Co（ie　drafted　provisions　which　recognize

wider　exceptions　to　the　hearsay　rule．　The　court，also　influenced　by　this

tradition，seems　to　hold　those　provisions　constitutiona1，as　we　have　seen

before．Furthermore，in　interpreting　the　provisions　in　the　Code　of　Crimi一

　9Lower　courts　have　often　held　that　there　exist“spec玉al　circumstances　which　show　that
the　statement　is　more　trustworthy．。．．．．，”when　the　statement　made　before　a　prosecutor　is

more　logical　tha亘that　made　at　the　tria1，0r　when　that　made　before　a　prosecutor　accords
more　with　other　evidentiary　facts　proved　than　that　made　at　the　tria1．

　103∫露9ゐGo磁7’Rθρ07∫ε，（ンε泌5銘α」（コ‘z5θ5θ7‘032獣窮　decide（10n　the　10th　of　July，　1950．

’
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nal　Procedure　relating　to　exceptions　to　the　hearsay　rule，　the　court　tends

to　interpret　extensively　the　abstract　and　general　words　therein　used．　This

attitude　of　the　court　is　gradually　making　these　provisions　mean　something

different　from　the　American　rule、

　　　One　of　the　High　Courts，in　a　criminal　case　on“the　Tax　o貸Intoxi－

cating　Liquors　Act，”held　that　a　document　which　contains　the　report　of

a　statement　made　before　a　tax－collecting　o伍cia1，who　was　investigating

a　tax－of壬ence，is　allowed　to　be　used　as　evidence，because，in　the　opinion

of　the　court，it　is“a　document　prepared　under　circumstαnces　which　show

that　the　statement　is　specially　trustworthy”provided　in　Article323，Item

3．11〔This　Item　provi（1es，after　Item2which　reads“An　account　book，a
voyage　log　and　other　documents　prepared　in　regulαr　course　of　business，”

“A　document，other　than　those　provided　in　the　two　preceding　items，

prepared　under　circumstances　which　show　that　the　statement　is　specially

trustworthy．”〕　That　this　decision　is　wrong　can　be　easily　seen　by　compar－

ing　it　with　Article321，Subsection　1，Item　2，which　provides　that　a
document　which　contains　the　report　of　a　statement　made　before　a　prosecutor

may　be　used　as　evidence　only　when　it　satisβes　several　requirements．〔I

think　that　even　this　provision　is　unconstitutiona1，as　I　mentioned　before．〕

This　decision　allows　a　document　which　contains　the　report　of　a　statement

made　before　a　tax－collecting　o伍cial　to　be　used　as　evidence　without　any

requirement　to　be　satis且ed！The　court　said　that　the　trustworthiness　of　the

document　was　guaranteed　by　the　sign　and　the　seal　of　the　interrogated（in

addition　to　those　of　the　tax－collecting　of丑cia1）demanded　by“the　Investi－

gation　of　Tax　Of壬ence　Act．”　But　the　document　which　contains　the　report

of　a　statement　made　before　a　prosecutor　must　also　be　signed　an（1seale（i

by　the　person　who　ma（ie　the　statement，in　order　to　be　admitted　as　evidence

（Article321，Subsection1，Item2）．The　trustworthiness　demanded　by　Article

323，Item3，is　of　a　far　higher　degree　than　that　decided　to　be　su伍cient

by　that　High　Court．It　should　be　of　such　a　degree　as　to　make　it　possible

to　treat　that　document　equal　to　“a　document　prepared　in　regulaf　course

of　business，”

　　　Let　us　take　another　example．It　is　a　case　in　another　High　Court

relating　to　Article324as　to　a　hearsay　oral　statement．In　that　case　a

witness（C）testified　as　follows：“A　man（B），whom　I　know　well　but　his

name，came　to　see　me　and　oHlered　to　sell　a　pair　of　trousers　owned　by　the　、

Allied　Forces，which　he　had　bought　from　A（the　accused）．”The　Court　held

that　this　testimony　may　be　use（i　as　evi（ience　against　A，indicted　with　the

crime　of　illeg＆1possession　of　property　of　the　Allied　Forces．12As　this

　ユ17研g海Oo泌7’α伽伽α」（池εθε盆砂07’ε93，decided　on　the　19th　of　Apri1，一1950，by　the

Akita　Branch　of　the　Sendai　High　Court．
　1213H59んCbμ■‘0■‘雑拓鍬zZ　Gαεθ5Rθクo”ε44，decided　on　the8th　of　June，1950，by　the　Osaka

High　Court．
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testimony　is　“an　oral　statement　given　by　a　person　other　than　the　accused

either　at　the　preparatory　proceeding　or　at　the　tria1，which－contains　a

statement　made　by　the　accused，”it　may　be　used　as　evidence　by　Article

324，Subsection2，0nly　when　it　sat圭s£es　the　requireセnents　prescribed　in

Article321，Subsection　l，Item3．　The　Court　held　that　this　testimony

satisβes　the　requirement　that　it　should　be　made“in　circumstances　which

show　that　the　statement　is　specially　trustworthy，”because“that（B，s）

statement　was　made　when　B　came　to　see　C　for　the　purpose　of　selling　a

pair　of　trousers，and　that　statement　coincides　with　other　trustworthy
statements。” 〔Other　requirements　were　satisfied　in　this　case．］But　the

admissibility　of　an　evidence　must　be　determine（i　by　the　nature　of　that

evidence，and　the　trustworthiness　of　B’s　statement　is　not　guaranteed　at

a1L　B　might　have　told　a　lie　about　the　seller．Neither　was　it　a　spontane－

ous　statement，　Consequently，the　judge　which　held　that　the　statement　in

question　may　be　used　as　evidence，is　wrQng．

VI

　　　With　the　signature　of　the　Peace　Treaty。it　is　expected　that　the

occupation　of　Japan　by　the　Allied　Forces　will　come　to　the　end　in　the

near　future，and　Japan　wlll　regain　her　sovereignty．How　will　the　law　of

criminal　evidence　of　Japan　develop　thereafter？　Japanese　lawyers伊both　in

bench　and　bar，are　still　under　the　strong　inHuence　of　the蓋deas　of　Continental

European　law　which　have　been　predominant　in　Japan∫or　many　years，
although　they　have　gradually　obtained　some　knowledge　of　Anglo－American

law　during　the　occupation．Now　it　is　sometimes　advocated　to　re－amend

those　provisions，which　were　amended　during　the　occupation　in　order　to

adopt　the　principles　of　Anglo－American　law．But　I　think　that　such　a　re－

amendment　will　not　easily　be　carried　out1n　the　field　of　criminal　evidence，

which　is　indispensable　for　the　protection　of　the　freedom　of　the　people，

because　they　will　not　let　themselves　be　deprived　of　the　protection　of　freedom

once　obtained。The　problem　to　be　answered　in　the　future，seems　to　be

whether　those（or　similar）provisions　will　be　interprete（i　freely　so　as　to

Place　the　law　of　evidence　of　Japan　somewhere　between　Anglo－American

law　and　Continental　European　law，or　whether　they　will　be　interpreted

strictly　so　as　to　make　the　law　of　evidence　of　Japan　nearly　the　same　as

the　rules　in　Anglo－American　law．　The　answer　depends　upon　whether　the

Japanese　lawyers　will　come　to　understand　more　thoroughly　the　fundamental

principles　of　Anglo－American　law　of　evidence．




